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	Describe the cause of your current stress: I am feeling anxious recently and I'm not sure why, which only makes it worse. 
	Explain your physical reaction to the stress how does your body feel: I get a really tight chest, and find it quite difficult to breathe. I get a bit sweaty, and my head swims a bit. 
	Explain your emotional reaction to the stress how are you feeling: I feel really really anxious, and stressed. I feel confused, and sometimes scared when my breathing is particularly heavy and short. It makes me feel on edge whenever I go in public places now, as I don't want to have any attacks. 
	Explain your behavioral reaction to the stress how are you acting: I now go out less for fear of having panic attacks in public, and in a place where I can't get out seamlessly (e.g. lectures). I am more cautious and on edge in social situations, and other times. 
	What are the consequences of this stress: I feel a bit more depressed, and am missing out on a lot of important events that I'd otherwise normally be really happy to go to. 
	What is out of your control: The panic attacks. They come at any time, and I have no idea what the specific triggers are. They're sudden, and not really of my doing. 
	What can you control: I can control my reaction to them, and control my breathing. I can work on how I breathe and think when they happen to me. 
	What stops you from relaxing and how can you overcome this: The anxiety stops me, and I guess I can work on increasing exposure overtime to combat it. 
	Make an action plan for this week: I will work on cognitive behavioral techniques that my psychologist gave me, and breathing exercises every day. I will also take a short public transport ride each week to start with to help me build up tolerance and exposure to going out in sort of confined public spaces. 


